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a) 
Dear Sylvia, — oo ot 

2 oo an . ‘ 

Had thousands of sheets of various kinds of peper givexus 
by @ friend moving abroad. Look what my artist and a nephew did for 

prectially nothing. : 
<¢ 

Sorry you reacted as you. aid to. the Nizer bit. May it 
suggest that .you suspend: judgement until we learn more? Itve been 

through this before. And.J disegree. I prefer a quiet format, end what 
I've done on the Jack Mc, inney and other shows prove I can handle it 
effectively. Some times. Eh here:is no.. alternative to heat. and passion, 

and although most intellectuals do not ackwouladge it, the average 

persons suspects and dismisses those who are hot heated and passionate 

under provocation and. when. there, is. abundant esuse.s 1 hed misgivings 

on the Enebel and Burke shows, but I haven. t since thep,' This came up 

on ‘the Mc* inney show lest.Fridey, He had heard WOR. He pointed out 
thet. what really steamed him and his audience up was nothing they had 

doné:-previously, not,my quite competent performance when Vinee and 

Curtis ‘shared that show with me,; but wha t, i, aid in ‘the last helf hour 

of the fo ux: to. Curtis. ' 
+ 

. 

Actuslly, half the intellectuels I've spoken to following the 

WOR thing agree with me, end all of the nonintellectuals. The -¢tation 

now ssys this was a historic ‘thing {I do not. on Believe). Tt ‘epydaently 

_ gave then more plone calls than anything else _they' ve done. The Vide- 

president and program director came Up. ‘to me alone at the end of the 
show, end: hs wrung my -hend : warmly and spoke only * “praise. 

Aside from all of this, “there. was nom other possible way. 
“for two reasons: I go on autopilot. and een control myself but little, 
end one more flat, erotionless. voice would have ‘meade the program dead. 

On otir side there was, Sauvage, | who in his quiet way Was brilliant 

and effective, . especially. so by- contrast. ‘He also can be no other. 
Way. ‘Phere was. no other way of, interrupting Nizer, who is hon-stap 

without interruption, ‘Without this heat and passion, the Loaded 

“eharaeter. of the show would not have been clear; as it’ was to every- 

one’ to ‘whom I've, spoken. “And. by. the. end Nizer was shaken, do deeply 

disturbed -he was ‘silent when he had two public and unlimited private 
opportunity to comment on my direct essuelyke on his integrity at 

: the: end,’ “end that I did quietly. cos _ ones 
oa o BY e 

‘The , profegsionel reaction, meaning thet’ of radio people, 

"was execyly the. opposite of yourg. I've heard from thems* + 

. 

May



Personally, I hate it this wey. I+ takes something out of 

me I cannot begin to describe. I prefer a ealm, relatively dis- 

passionste discsussion of the evidence, and whenever there is the 

opportunity, that is what I do. Those who heard my west-coast shows. 

ean tell you this. Even where I really lost my tempker and ‘plew on 

cemera on Lomax, despite my misgivings, the reagtion to me was 100% 

my way, It..was also the -reactionx of Lomax's own staff. 

Aside fran the fact that this is dremé and radio listeners. 

want drama, what most of us working in this field-do not realize: ~ 

put what the thousand letters I've gotten clearly refleet is that 

the average American feels this just as deeply as wedo, and they 

expect bas reaped} p people to heve feelings. to show them. 

.: There i 3 even the mid-west poét who wrote me after seeing: 

the Metromedia special, where the editifg was britel to me, who said 
. ry . 

thet passion iS the ultimete expression of the intellect. 

So, while I do not st all like this, hate to suffer it, for 

it is, to me,'a real suffering ( the little finger of my right hand 

was-numte @and parelyzed for five or Six' horns, that is the effect . 

on my nervous system), I cannot avoid it because of the kind of 

person I am and I em quite wm nvinced thet it is,‘ on belence, what 

gets over to the overwhelming majority of the people who -hear and 

‘see it. Tyme will tell. We will also see what ‘this ‘has dene “to - - 

Nizer's reputetion.and his future appesrances, if any. I Will not be 

‘surprized if he is not at the new special, and + have! already written, 

) ice ‘and availability of the 26 volumes: jand on 

the moderator controlling the program ‘and stopping him when he lies 

ana slanders, promising that I will if he does not. And + “te it, 
insisting on the pres 

and they know,1 do. Ana I Will, too, If this wes not Nizer'shast - 

progrem in opposition to me, that one will be! He's sold ‘enough of » 

‘his. books that way, anyway. I do not take offense at your candor, 

_I asked for it. Less $s not friendship. 1 was hoping that. this time 

the quiet intellectuals might réact differently. 1 knew the reaction 

of the staff (aside from Deane) “pefore I‘ left and.during the show. 

My subsequent phone calls, few because théy failed to keep their 

promise to -give my address, were also long, also passionate, slso 

all my Way, excitédly, and not one from Yordinary people". Unless 

there is tight. Gontrol from an informed and. fair moderator, you will 

find. there is no other way of handling Nizer, for he w mits no other. 

He is a remarkabl¢yeble, intelligent, unscrupulous, ‘slippery men, 

entirely without fonseisnee, and entirely aware of whet he is cfin- 

sciously doing...and now you understend more of why I was so subdued 

on Barry Gray, whdf 1 didn t more forcefully stop the interruptions, 

diversions and eve ‘ions. I-knew this would follow, having al ready 

taped it....Had I not antagonized the ‘moderator, this wuld have been 

a popular gictory for Nizer. ‘There was no other thing to.do when she 

behaved as she did, for he and she had corrupted the entire show 

beforehand, ei ving control over what would be discussed and the 

first half-hour of they really planned for only = two-hour show. We 

were told we'd tape from 10 until 12, but possibly we might run longer. 

I was told I'd be able to leave at the latest by 12:30. So, in addit- 

jon ‘to the minimum of a quarter of the show he hed to begin with, he'd 

have hed all the rest by simply taking it with her active help. It was 



so raw that while Nizer was making his closing remarks Deane and , 
Roberts were cooking up @ deal to give Roberts final say. It should 
have been mine, and it was,.1 suppose, while I was speaking. Until 
the” very, end, we went from Nizer through theothers to me. At. the end 
she called en me to. follow Nizer. When I caught on to what was happen- 
ing I. made vbiplent signals they fead loud arm clear, and T9805 really 
we, were not in this additions] way further cheated. 

Fy 

Td be ‘interested in the reaction of lawyers. 

What you have been told about maintaining a caam ani clini- 

cal attitude is true where there is an honest show and an equal 

opportunity. Here Nizer would have telked and lied for almost 100% of 

the time. Whet little stopping there was of him was because of my 

insistence, not ell of which was. verbal. They .didn't get the stop- 

watch out.at the end. until they saw me looking at the. studio clock 

and noting the time. Even then: they didn't interrupt. his three minutes 

o until. he, got to six, and after much gesticulating by me, when . they 

smounced we 'd have as much time (and we didn' t). 

But we'll see. I believe it Will go far toward kindling 

even greater interest in the subject. 

Dick Sprague went out to California without speaking to me 2 

first, so Il was of less help than 1 might have been. But as soon 
as heard from him I did much more checking into the DCA-Wolper film 

thet I hed discow red lest summer, and tT have a pretty complete stery, 

ineldding the obvious omissions. ]% is 811 being Xeroxed for me. I 

now heve the names of al}the photogrshwrs who fiy, was used, the 
names of the organizers, processors, distributors, ete. I also have 

where each was standing save for those near the TSBD, Here the FBI 

reports are barren. Among the other new material I have that I just 

cannot go into now is the original Lovelady shirt FBI Report of 2/29 

( it is setually dated 3/2). It also indicates the pictures were 
taken in the FBI office. I have a memo quoting Doctor Light as saying 

599 could not have inflicted Gonnally's wrist wounds without great 

deformation, ee could not have, and many others, in the words of 

the commercials, “too numerous to mention", that I'1]1 use in WHITEWASH 
III, which soon will be at a size that will preclude not only profit 
but the possibility of breaking even, I have discovered a number of 

other photographers who were know. Where the pictures were examined 

the FBI looked only for actual fhotographs of the actual assassination 

and nothing else. I've proved the theory that they didn’t want Willis's 

pictures until he published them, that even J. Edgar Hoover knew so 

little about Zapruder months after the assassination that he called 
him “Adrian”, The CIA has a prints made my LIFE. Meny other things 
I now/cannot refall. The end of "week and the early part of 
this I expect I've asked for the Zeroxing | of 100 documents, which 

costs (fortunately, Dell has promised a little money, although the 

accounting is not due for several more months) and the money with 

which 1 pay for it still is not my om. I'd be getting more, extra 

copies of some, etc., if I could affend to, so you all could have it 

before III is out. And now I've more interruptions. Good onef, I'm 

making a Bw short speaking trip. It includes a good day at WANAC 

(which didn't aporoasch me until efter the “ean show) where I've been



teowd for radio for two hours by phone and am to appear there for a 

live, two-hour’ radio show: and both radio aNd TV tapings. Theyfare 

so interested I'm taking extra materials from whieh they"11 make 

slides: ‘for their fyture USO. ‘And they" re psying my expenses. This 

re © 

“Vermont: fora Lecture Bell. may Tine up ‘somethi ne Sn ‘aw: York going 
or coming. I've suggested the: Farber show. They “think it unlikely 

because of this recent special. I do also. But if he accepts it will 
give me a“measure of the effectiveness of ‘the ‘special, for his 

seceptance | so soon: will be unusual. 
ig 

“These. things i have to do,” bit Pad raises hell with getting 

” work done. cae - Loa bebe ts eae 
gn, i rs oe ee el | 

Never expected’ to write “this lorig’ a etter or Eta: have used 

régular: ‘paper, Thanks ‘for’ the ‘letter and its’ frankness; Wet | just 

have to wait and’ sde? Be ‘up therd 1/30 unless the ‘show ‘podps ‘out 
deein.’ ‘By the way, are’ eee of ony ‘writing ‘by Seobery and i Pelin 

other than her ABA * pise 

fe ‘Best, : 7 Sa * a : fe, 


